Large Animal Hospital & Field Services Directory

ADMINISTRATION

Stephanie West, DVM  
Director of Hospital Operations  
(515) 294-5829

Patrick Gorden, DVM*, PhD  
Director of Operations Food Supply/ Field Services  
(515) 294-3096

Karen Sandle, LVT  
Hospital Operations Manager  
(515) 294-5177

Amber Hoskins  
Administrative Specialist - Large Animal Hospital  
(515) 294-4140

Alexandra Fabian, MS  
Administrative Specialist - Field Services  
(515) 294-7595

Lloyd Veterinary Medical Center

Large Animal Hospital: (515) 294-1500  
Equine Ambulatory Service: (515) 294-1500  
Veterinary Field Services: (515) 294-7595

EQUINE FIELD SERVICES

Joan Howard, VMD  
Kara Frerichs, DVM  
Beatrice Sponseller, Dr.med.vet*

EQUINE MEDICINE

Katarzyna Dembek, DVM*, PhD  
Jamie J. Kopper, DVM*, PhD  
Brett Sponseller, DVM*, PhD  
Katheryn Johnson, DVM  
Resident

EQUINE SURGERY

Stephanie Caston, DVM*  
Kevin Kersh, DVM*  
Tamara Swor, DVM*  
Dane Tatarniuk, DVM*, MS  
Jarrod Troy, DVM*  
Alanna Farrell, DVM  
Resident  
Kayla Le, DVM  
Resident

*Board-certified specialist
**FARRIER**

Doug Russo, CJF, AWCF

Scott Bushaw, CJF

**FOOD ANIMAL & CAMELID MEDICINE AND SURGERY**

Jenna Bayne, DVM, PhD*

Mitch Hiscocks, DVM

Joe Smith, DVM*, MPS, PhD

Adam Copeland, DVM

Paul Merkatoris, DVM

Jeff Olivarez, DVM

**FOOD ANIMAL & CAMELID FIELD SERVICES**

Patrick Gorden, DVM*, PhD

Troy Brick, DVM, MS

Terry Engelken, DVM, MS

Rachel Friedrich, DVM

Mitch Hiscocks, DVM

Kris Hayman, DVM

Megan Hindman, DVM

**THERIOGENOLOGY**

Tyler Dohlman, DVM*, MS

Caitlin Wiley, DVM*, MS

Marianna Jahnke, MS

**LARGE ANIMAL ROTATING INTERNS**

Kelley Black, DVM, MS

Cosette Faivre, DVM

Camille Guss, DVM

Katie Vermeulen, DVM